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Abstract: Development of computation-ready metal–organic
framework databases (MOF DBs) has accelerated high-
throughput computational screening (HTCS) of materials to
identify the best candidates for gas storage and separation.
These DBs were constructed using structural curations to make
MOFs directly usable for molecular simulations, which caused
the same MOF to be reported with different structural features
in different DBs. We examined thousands of common materi-
als of the two recently updated, very widely used MOF DBs to
reveal how structural discrepancies affect simulated CH4, H2,
CO2 uptakes and CH4/H2 separation performances of MOFs.
Results showed that DB selection has a significant effect on the
calculated gas uptakes and ideal selectivities of materials at low
pressure. A detailed analysis on the curated structures was
provided to isolate the critical elements of MOFs determining
the gas uptakes. Identification of the top-performing materials
for gas separation was shown to strongly depend on the DB
used in simulations.

Introduction

Due to the development of novel design strategies in
reticular chemistry,[1,2] there is a remarkable increase in the
number of synthesized metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
uploaded into the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).[3]

Experimental identification of the top performing materials

for gas adsorption and separation among thousands of MOFs
is a challenge.[4] High-throughput computational screening
(HTCS) studies based on Grand Canonical Monte Carlo
(GCMC) simulations are performed to find out the most
promising MOFs for gas storage (CO2,

[5] CH4,
[6] H2

[7]) and
separation (CO2/CH4,

[8] CO2/H2,
[9] CO2/N2,

[10] and CH4/H2
[11])

in a time-efficient manner.[12–14] The only experimental input
of GCMC simulations is the crystallographic information file
(CIF) of the synthesized MOFs, which contains the atomic
coordinates and the symmetry information for atoms. These
CIFs generally contain residual solvent molecules and/or
disordered atoms that should be removed/fixed before using
the structure files in molecular simulations.

Computation-ready MOF databases (DBs) have applied
a series of curations to MOF structures for direct usage of the
CIFs in molecular simulations and significantly accelerated
the HTCS of MOFs. Computation-ready, experimental MOFs
(CoRE MOF 2014), consisting of 5109 structures, was the first
publicly available experimental MOF DB.[15] This DB in-
cludes 3D MOFs with pore limiting diameter> 2.4 c, which
have been curated by checking disordered atoms, removing
bound and unbound solvents, adding missing hydrogens into
the frameworks, and editing manually when required. In 2017,
the CSD non-disordered MOF subset was published consist-
ing of 55 547 non-disordered MOFs and it is continuously
being updated along with the CSD while disordered struc-
tures are fixed and maintained.[16, 17] This MOF subset consists
of 1D, 2D, 3D non-disordered MOFs, and structures should be
further curated using the Python script provided with the
dataset to clean out the residual solvents.[16] Both DBs have
recently undergone major updates. CoRE MOF 2014 is
updated by fixing the previously disordered MOFs and 14142
solvent-free MOFs are reported in the CoRE MOF 2019.[18]

For the CSD non-disordered MOF subset, several guidelines
were introduced to make a MOF search such as checking for
the polymeric bonds and introducing stringent requirements
where each structure went through many automated tests to
be classified as a non-disordered MOF.[17] Although these
MOF datasets have been updated and improved both in terms
of the number of MOFs and the accuracy of the curation
procedures used for the refinement of structures, there are
still improperly reported CIFs in DBs.

The ultimate aim of HTCS studies is to identify the top
performing MOFs for a specific application, however, it is
challenging to identify problematic MOFs in a HTCS study
when thousands of materials are taken from DBs. Therefore,
accurate representation of MOFs in computation-ready DBs
is crucial. Chen et al.[19] investigated the misbonded atoms in
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MOFs retrieved from CoRE MOF 2019 and reported that
4901 MOFs have structural problems, such as isolated and
overlapping atoms which may affect the simulation results.
We recently focused on why the structures having the same
refcode (a unique, six letter code to index MOFs) were
differently reported in different computation-ready DBs and
addressed the discrepancies in structural curations such as
treatment of charge balancing ions (CBIs) and removal of
solvents.[20] Velioglu and Keskin[21] examined the effect of
structural curations on CO2/CH4, CO2/N2, and CO2/H2

mixture separation performances of a small number of MOFs
(68) and showed that different procedures used for the
removal of coordinated solvents and CBIs led to significant
differences in simulated CO2 uptakes of the same MOFs
taken from different DBs.

In this study, we provide a detailed analysis of MOFs in
the two updated, currently available DBs: all solvents
removed subset of CoRE MOF 2019 (will be referred as
CoRE DB) and CSD non-disordered MOF subset of No-
vember 2019, stripped from solvents (will be referred as
CSDSS DB). First, all the common MOFs having the same
refcodes in these computation-ready DBs were identified and
chemical formulas of these curated common MOFs were
compared to determine the ones reported differently in two
DBs as a result of structural curations. We specifically focused
on the question of how structural differences between
common MOFs in two DBs affect the (i) simulated uptakes
of CH4, H2, CO2, (ii) calculated ideal selectivities, (iii)
calculated adsorbent performance evaluation metrics for
CH4/H2 mixture separation at vacuum swing adsorption
(VSA) and pressure swing adsorption (PSA) conditions. We
finally performed a detailed atomistic analysis on the
chemical formula differences of MOFs which reveals that
gas uptakes are significantly affected by the type of elements
removed during curations. Overall, we addressed how the use
of computation-ready MOFs in molecular simulations affects
the assessment of gas storage and separation potentials of
MOFs.

Results and Discussion

Effect of structural discrepancies on the simulated gas uptakes in
MOFs

After analyzing 3543 common MOFs of CoRE and
CSDSS DBs using the computational methodology shown in
Scheme S1 of Supporting Information (SI), we concluded that
2434 MOFs have the same chemical formula when taken from
the two DBs; the ones we refer as chemical formula matched-
MOFs (CFM-MOFs), and 1109 MOFs have different chem-
ical formulas; the ones we refer as chemical formula
unmatched-MOFs (CFU-MOFs). We provided the list of
CFM-MOFs and CFU-MOFs with their calculated physical
properties as a separate file in the SI. To easily compare both
the computed physical properties, such as pore limiting
diameter (PLD), the largest cavity diameter (LCD), acces-
sible surface area (Sacc), pore volume (PV), porosity (f), and
density (1), and the simulated performance metrics, such as

ideal selectivity (Sideal), mixture selectivity (Smix), CH4 working
capacity (DNCH4

), adsorbent performance score (APS), and
percent regenerability (R%) of MOFs taken from CoRE and
CSDSS DBs, we defined a term called property(or perform-
ance)ratio as follows:

propertyðor performanceÞratio ¼
physical property ðor performance metricÞ of a MOF taken from CoRE DB
physical property ðor performance metricÞ of a MOF taken from CSDSS DB

ð1Þ

This term demonstrates the calculated property of a MOF
used from CoRE DB relative to that of the same MOF used
from CSDSS DB. For example, if the ratio of gas uptake (Ni,

ratio) for a MOF is greater (smaller) than 1, CoRE MOF DB
has a higher (lower) computed gas uptake (Ni) than the
CSDSS DB. We first focused on 2434 CFM-MOFs for which
representative examples are given in Table S1 with their
chemical formula, Ni, ratio, and Sideal, ratio with respect to the ratio
of their structural properties (fratio, PVratio, Sacc, ratio, PLDratio)
and the ratio of heat of adsorption values of gases (Q0

st;i;ratio) at
infinite dilution. As Table S1 shows each CFM-MOF has the
same refcodes, chemical formulas, and calculated structural
properties in the two DBs. As a result, GCMC simulations
gave the same gas uptakes (Figure S1). Therefore, utilization
of the chemical formula together with the refcode successfully
identifies the structures that are the same in CoRE and
CSDSS DBs.

The ultimate aim of our work is to reveal how the
simulation results of 1109 CFU-MOFs change depending on
the DB used. In most HTCS studies for gas separation,
molecular simulations are performed either at infinite dilu-
tion or for single-component gas adsorption at different
pressures.[10, 22–24] Single-component gas uptakes are also used
to define the deliverable capacities for H2 and CH4 stor-
age.[25, 26] Therefore, we compared the two DBs based on the
molecular simulation results for HenryQs constants, KH2

, KCH4

computed at infinite dilution and NH2
, NCH4

computed at 1, 20,
and 65 bar for CFU-MOFs in Figure 1. Simulations of MOFs
taken from CoRE DB generally result in higher HenryQs
constants and uptakes for H2 and CH4 compared to MOFs
taken from CSDSS DB at all conditions. This can be
explained by the molecular origin of the structural differences
due to the different curation methods of DBs: CSDSS DB
only considers the removal of unbound and bound solvents
remaining in the pores of the MOFs whereas CoRE DB adds
the missing hydrogen atoms and treats the CBIs in addition to
solvent removal. For example, retention of CBIs in CoRE
MOFs depends on the existence of CBI formula within the
chemical formula of the MOF reported in the CSD, while the
solvent removal script of CSDSS does not have an additional
step for treating CBIs. These different procedures lead to
variances in chemical and physical properties of MOFs in two
DBs which remarkably affect their simulated gas uptakes.

Figure 1a shows that KCH4
and KH2

of MOFs significantly
change depending on the DB used. As an example, the CoRE
version of a MOF (refcode: IBABUL) has a KCH4

which is
almost 50 times larger than its CSDSS version due to the
accidental removal of unbound sulfonyldibenzoic acid and
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hydronium ion by CoRE DB.[27] This is important because
several HTCS studies use infinite dilution condition as the
initial screening step to identify the best MOFs,[23, 28] and our
results show that the choice of DB plays a vital role at this
condition. As pressure increases up to 65 bar, the deviation
between NCH4

of MOFs in two DBs becomes less pronounced
(Figure 1b–d). At high pressures, gas-gas interactions also
contribute to the gas uptakes in addition to the gas-MOF
interactions, hence the effect of structural curations on the
simulated gas uptakes decrease at high pressures. Overall, our
results highlight that using either the CoRE or CSDSS DB in
molecular simulations significantly affects the identification
of the materials with high gas storage capacity.

To explore the differences of CFU-MOFs in detail, we
divided the MOFs into four groups based on the trends
observed in Figure 1. Ten representative CFU-MOFs from
these groups are shown in Table S2 with their unit cell images,

chemical formulas, fratio, PVratio, Sacc, ratio, PLDratio, Q0
st;i;ratio, Ni,

ratio, and Sideal, ratio. Group A shows the CFU-MOFs with Ni,

ratio< 0.9, indicating that CSDSS MOFs are computed to have
higher uptakes both for CH4 and H2 than CoRE MOFs. One
of the interesting examples is PACZUQ. CSDSS version of
PACZUQ has higher NCH4

and NH2
values at 1 bar (0.6 and

0.02 molkg@1, respectively) compared to the CoRE version
(0.2 and 0.01 molkg@1, respectively). This is attributed to the
increase in Sacc (586 m2 g@1 for CoRE, 954 m2 g@1 for CSDSS)
and PV (0.31 cm3 g@1 for CoRE, 0.38 cm3 g@1 for CSDSS) due
to the removal of bound water molecules by CSDSS DB.

Group B (0.9<Ni, ratio< 1.1) represents CFU-MOFs hav-
ing very similar gas uptakes. A representative MOF is
FUTDII in which NCH4

and NH2
are similar for both DBs,

although the Cl@ ion which should reside in the channels
based on its experimental structure,[29] is accidentally re-
moved by the CoRE DB. Group C shows CFU-MOFs having

Figure 1. KH2
, KCH4

computed at a) infinite dilution, NH2
, NCH4

computed at b) 1 bar, c) 20 bar, and d) 65 bar for 1109 CFU-MOFs of two DBs. Red
symbols represent CH4, black symbols represent H2 data.
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an Ni, ratio> 1.1, where CoRE MOFs are computed to have
higher gas uptakes than CSDSS MOFs for both gases.
QOZFUG is a representative for which NCH4

and NH2
in

CoRE DB (0.9 and 0.04 molkg@1 at 1 bar) are calculated to be
higher than the ones in CSDSS DB (0.2 and 0.01 molkg@1).
This difference is due to the removal of hydroxyl groups and
H2O molecules (reported without hydrogens) by CoRE DB.
As a result, Sacc (PV) is computed as 1946 and 496 m2 g@1 (0.7
and 0.4 cm3 g@1) for the CoRE and CSDSS versions, respec-
tively.

Group D shows the CFU-MOFs with Ni, ratio< 0.9 for CH4

and > 1.1 for H2, or vice versa. For example, CSDSS version
of PUZMAZ is calculated to have a higher NCH4

(1.1 molkg@1

at 1 bar) than the CoRE version (0.8 mol kg@1). This is
attributed to the removal of the guest diphenylamine in
CoRE DB, leading to less favorable adsorption sites for CH4,
as supported by the lower Q0

st, CH4
in CoRE (10 kJ mol@1) than

that in CSDSS (19 kJ mol@1). On the other hand, NH2
is

computed to be higher in the CoRE version (0.1 molkg@1)
than the CSDSS version (0.03 molkg@1). Removal of the guest
does not significantly affect the framework-H2 interaction as
Q0

st, H2
values of PUZMAZ in both DBs are low

(< 5 kJmol@1), indicating that available space in CoRE
version is significant for H2 adsorption.

To better understand how structural differences in two
DBs affect the structure-performance relations of CFU-
MOFs, we show the gas uptakes with respect to PVratio and Sacc,

ratio in Figure 2 at four different conditions. As shown in
Figure 2a,b, KCH4

at infinite dilution and NCH4
at 1 bar does

not depend on PVratio and Sacc, ratio, but as pressure increases to
20 and 65 bar (Figure 2c,d), there is a strong correlation of
PVratio and Sacc, ratio with NCH4 , ratio. The relation between Q0

st;CH4

and KCH4 , ratio in Figure S2(a) shows that Q0
st;CH4

is the main
driving factor for CH4 adsorption at infinite dilution. Sacc and
PV play a more important role on gas uptakes at higher
pressures.[30, 31] Similar analyses for H2 (Figures S2(b) and S3)

Figure 2. Relation between PVratio and Sacc, ratio of 1109 CFU-MOFs. Data is color-coded according to KCH4 , ratio computed at a) infinite dilution,
NCH4 , ratio computed at b) 1 bar, c) 20 bar, d) 65 bar. A, B and C on color code represents the groups of MOFs whose examples are shown in Table
S2.
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shows that Sacc and PV are effective on H2 adsorption even at
low pressures and trends do not significantly change with
increasing pressure, since H2 does not strongly interact with
the pore walls at room temperature.[32] These results highlight
that Sacc, ratio and PVratio of CFU-MOFs can be used to predict if
the simulated CH4 uptake of a MOF differs depending on DB
used at high pressures.

Figure S4(a-b) shows the comparison of KCO2
and NCO2

at
1 bar for CFU-MOFs in two DBs when electrostatic inter-
actions between MOF and CO2 (EICM) are not considered.
Similar to CH4 and H2, MOFs taken from CoRE DB
generally have higher KCO2

and NCO2
compared to MOFs

taken from CSDSS DB. For example, the uptake of a MOF
taken from CoRE DB is 2 mol kg@1 whereas the CSDSS
version of the same MOF has an uptake of 0.13 mol kg@1

which indicates that the identification of MOFs with promis-
ing CO2 capture potential is significantly dependent on the
DB choice. Figure S5 shows the relation between computed
Q0

st;CO2
for CFU-MOFs and KCO2 , ratio. KCO2

is in agreement
with Q0

st;CO2
which shows that the latter is the determining

factor for adsorption at infinite dilution. Relations between
KCO2 , ratio or NCO2 , ratio and PVratio and Sacc, ratio are shown in
Figure S6. Among the three conditions (infinite dilution,
1 bar, and 20 bar), the impact of PV and Sacc on NCO2

is the
highest at 20 bar due to the increased number of CO2

molecules inside the MOFs at high pressures. To examine
the impact of electrostatic interactions on CO2 adsorption, we
compared KCO2

and NCO2
of 128 representative CFU-MOFs

with and without considering EICM in Figure S4(c,d). When
the partial charges are assigned to frameworks, the differ-
ences between the computed gas uptakes of CFU-MOFs of
the two DBs are more pronounced. For example, a MOF has
a KCO2 , ratio (NCO2 , ratio) of 8.2 (8.3) when EICM are neglected,
but this increases to 22.3 (20.2) when EICM are considered.
Thus, CO2 uptakes drastically differ based on the DB used
when EICM is considered in simulations.

Effect of structural discrepancies on adsorbent evaluation
metrics of MOFs

The initial assessment for gas separation performances of
MOFs is usually done using Sideal of MOFs in HTCS
studies.[13, 33] In Figure S7, we compared ideal CH4/H2 selec-
tivities of 1109 CFU-MOFs at infinite dilution, 1, 20, and
65 bar. The highest differences are observed at infinite
dilution. For example, a CFU-MOF taken from the CSDSS
DB is computed to have an Sideal of 1369 at infinite dilution,
but when the same MOF is used from CoRE DB, its
selectivity is 92. Therefore, a MOF identified to be highly
promising when CSDSS DB is used can be eliminated because
of its low selectivity when CoRE DB is used. At 65 bar,
selectivities of MOFs in both DBs are in a very narrow range,
1–5, hence selectivities computed at high pressures are less
sensitive to the DB selection. More importantly, even if the
selectivity of a MOF at 65 bar would change based on the DB
used, a promising MOF would not be missed due to low
selectivity values. Therefore, DB selection has paramount

importance on the accurate identification of the MOFs with
useful selectivities at low pressures.

Computationally demanding mixture simulations are
required to evaluate the exact gas separation performances
of MOFs.[11, 34] Therefore, we compared mixture gas uptakes
of CFU-MOFs obtained from CH4/H2 :50/50 adsorption
simulations at 0.1, 1, and 10 bar in Figure S8. Similar to the
results of single-component gas simulations, CFU-MOFs
retrieved from CoRE DB generally give higher uptakes than
CSDSS DB. If molecular simulations of CFU-MOFs are
performed at low pressure to compute the mixture gas
uptakes, DB selection would be more critical compared to
high pressure. The sensitivity of adsorbent performance
evaluation metrics Smix, APS, and R% (given in Table S4) to
the MOF DB is then examined. We compare all 3543 MOFs
(CFU-MOFs and CFM-MOFs) based on their Smix at PSA
condition (Pads :10 bar and Pdes :1 bar) in Figure 3a. As ex-
pected, results for all metrics of CFM-MOFs have a good
agreement. On the other hand, calculated metrics of CFU-
MOFs alter based on the DB used. One of the striking
examples is that a CFU-MOF in CSDSS DB (refcode:
HIDCUU) can be considered as very promising due to its
high Smix (380), while its CoRE DB version has a moderate
Smix (39) at 10 bar. CSDSS version includes dimethylammo-
nium cations (which should reside within the anionic structure
to create the charge balance[35]) that leads to narrower pores
and higher selectivities compared to its CoRE version.
Figure 3b also shows that the range of calculated APS for
CFU-MOFs in CoRE DB is much larger (2.5 X 10@2–
709 molkg@1) than the one for CSDSS DB (0.1–
431.9 molkg@1), which affect the identification of the top
adsorbents.

Materials having R%> 85% are considered as potentially
the best candidates because of their reusability.[36] Figure 3c
shows that many CFU-MOFs in CSDSS DB are estimated to
have a high R% (85 %) whereas they are predicted to have
moderate R% (60%) when CoRE DB is used, and vice versa.
We identified the top 10 CFU-MOFs of both DBs offering
R%> 85% with the highest APSs in Figure 3c. The most
critical result is that there is no common CFU-MOF in these
two top MOFs lists. For example, FABGUM is one of the top
MOFs identified in CoRE DB (R%:86.3%, AP-
S:91.4 molkg@1). However, when this MOF is taken from
CSDSS DB, R% is calculated as 61%, making it non-
promising. Thus, different MOFs would be identified as the
best materials based on the DBs used when R% and APS are
used as evaluation metrics. To better understand which metric
is more affected by the selection of DB, we compared R%ratio

and APSratio of CFU-MOFs. Figure 3d shows that R%ratio is in
a narrow range of 0.5–12.4, whereas the APSratio varies from
3.47 X 10@2 to 90.3, indicating that APS is more sensitive to DB
selection than R%. We observed the similar results when
CFU-MOFs were studied at VSA condition (Pads :1 bar and
Pdes :0.1 bar) as shown in Figure S9. APSs of CFU-MOFs in
two DBs are remarkably different suggesting that working
capacity and selectivity used to compute APSs are more
affected by structural curations at low pressures.
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Elemental analysis of structural discrepancies

To provide an atomic-level understanding on the struc-
tural discrepancies, we categorized CFU-MOFs into 13
groups considering the most common differences in chemical
formulas: only carbon (C), only hydrogen (H), only nitrogen
(N), only oxygen (O), only metal (M), only halogen (X), (O +

M), (O + H), (C + H), (O + X), (C + H + N), (C + H + O),
and (C + H + N + O). The CFU-MOFs in each group are
mutually exclusive.[37] Colors in Figure 4a–c represent the Ni,

ratio of MOFs for H2, CH4, CO2 uptakes at 1 bar. Red (blue)
bars represent CFU-MOFs in CSDSS (CoRE) DB whose gas
uptakes are higher than the ones in CoRE (CSDSS) DB,
while green bars represent CFU-MOFs in both DBs with
similar gas uptakes. The number of MOFs with removed
atoms is generally more in CoRE DB due to their solvent

removal procedure such as detecting and removing coordi-
nated solvents. However, CSDSS DB has more MOFs with
missing atoms for two categories, (H) and (O + H). This may
be due to two reasons: (i) there may be MOFs reported
without Hs in CSDSS DB but Hs were added to the structures
before they were reported in CoRE DB, (ii) CoRE DB did
not remove non-neutral hydroxyl groups when detected
whereas solvent removal script of CSDSS removed these
groups.

The largest number of CFU-MOFs in Figure 4 is in the
(O) group, and Os are mostly missing in CoRE MOFs. This
may be attributed to many different types of O groups
available in experimental structures, such as free O atoms,
double-bonded O atoms, and O of solvent (water) with
missing H atoms. Another major group in Figure 4 is (C +

H + O) group which was mostly removed by CoRE DB and

Figure 3. a) Smix computed at 10 bar, b) APS, c) R% of 1109 CFU-MOFs (black), and 2434 CFM-MOFs (purple) at PSA condition. Blue and red
symbols in (c) represent the top 10 MOFs of two DBs. d) APSratio and R%ratio of 1109 CFU-MOFs computed at PSA condition.
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Figure 4. Elemental differences between 1109 CFU-MOFs of two DBs. Colors represent a) NH2 , ratio, b) NCH4 , ratio, c) NCO2 , ratio of MOFs at 1 bar.
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their removal has a remarkable impact on the gas uptakes
since these groups (bound or unbound) are observed to be
inside the pores. Overall, curations on groups including O
moieties may have a notable effect on the simulated gas
uptakes if O atoms reside as the main adsorption sites in the
pores.[38]

Removal of atoms/groups inside the pores have different
effects such as a change in chemical composition, pore sizes,
number of favorable adsorption sites, and all have different
impacts on simulated gas uptakes. Figure 4a shows that NH2

is
predicted mostly higher in CFU-MOFs where CoRE DB
removed more atoms/groups than CSDSS. The increase in
pore size upon the removal of those atoms has a more
pronounced effect on H2 uptake than the change in chemical
composition of the CFU-MOF. For the MOFs in (C + H + N)
group, NCH4

and NCO2
(Figure 4b,c) are computed to be higher

in many CSDSS MOFs although those in CoRE DB have
more removed groups and more free space. The removed
groups in those MOFs were observed to be aromatic rings or
ions which may act as adsorption sites.[39]

Figure 4 shows that structural differences of CFU-MOFs
in two DBs may be due to the removal of only a single type or
a group of few types of elements. Thus, we categorized
oxygens, halogens, hydrogens, and metals into subgroups and
first investigated how the removed oxygens affect CH4 and H2

uptakes of CFU-MOFs. The majority of CFU-MOFs whose
chemical formulas are different in two DBs due to the number
of Os were categorized into four different subgroups in
Figure 5. (i) Os connected to the metal atoms in the frame-
work were removed (O-), (ii) Os of water connected to the
metal atoms in the framework were removed (O of H2O-),
(iii) double-bonded O to the metal was removed (O=) or (iv)
Os of unbound H3O

+ ions were removed (O of H3O
+) in

either of the two DBs. For case (i), while NCH4 , ratio and NH2 , ratio

of CFU-MOFs are in the range of 0.8-3 and 0.8-2, respectively,
the average NCH4 , ratio and NH2 , ratio values are almost 1. In other
cases (ii, iii, and iv), the same trend is observed, indicating
that removal of only O atom does not significantly alter
uptakes.

In Figure 5, we studied halogen including subgroups, F@ ,
Cl@ , Br@ , SbF@6 , PF@6 , CF3O3S, BF@4 , ClO@4 , and Cl@+ NO@3 ,
which were removed by either of the DBs during curations.
Among the subgroups containing fluorine, SbF@6 has the
highest average NCH4 , ratio (3.3), since the removal of bulky
fluorine groups by CoRE DB provided more available space
for gases. Cl@ ion removal does not have an effect on the
average NCH4 , ratio (1.1). If CFU-MOFs have a difference in
terms of multiple ion groups (such as Cl@+ NO@3 ), we
observed a high average NCH4 , ratio (5) and NH2 , ratio (2.3).
Overall, removal of single ion groups such as F@ , Cl@ , or Br@

does not cause a major difference on gas uptakes but the
absence or presence of bulky ion groups containing these
halogen moieties may dramatically affect the gas uptakes of
MOFs. The high average of NCH4 , ratio shows that the presence/
absence of bulky fluorine and chlorine groups in MOFs
should be checked before molecular simulations.

There are three subgroups in which only Hs were removed
by one of the DBs: (i) H atom, (ii) adsorbed H2 or D2

molecules, and (iii) Hs of ions. For case (i), NCH4 , ratio is close

to unity for most MOFs. However, if none of the Hs were
reported in the framework, NCH4 , ratio can be high, up to 4.6. In
case (ii), removal of adsorbed H2 or D2 molecules by CoRE
DB inside the pores results in a high average NCH4 , ratio (7.6)
and NH2 , ratio (2.8) due to the availability of more adsorption
sites. In (iii), removal of Hs from ion groups does not have an
effect on the average NCH4 , ratio (1). While differences in the
number of Hs is not a determining factor for most MOFs,
adsorbed H2 or D2 remaining inside the pores leads to
significant differences in NCH4

.
There is a variety of metal types in MOFs including

alkaline (Li, Na, Mg), transition (Cd, Co, Cu, Mn, Ni, Zn),
and post-transition (Pb), and removal of only metal atoms
does not have a considerable impact on the average NCH4 , ratio

(1.2) and NH2 , ratio (1.1). When both metal and oxygen atoms
are removed, the average NCH4 , ratio (2.4) and NH2 , ratio (3.4)
values are high. We finally note that the number of MOFs
studied for the aforementioned groups is quite low, which may
not be enough to make a general statement for all MOFs.
However, the change in gas uptakes due to structural
curations indicates the significance of the absence/presence
of certain elemental subgroups in MOFs.

Conclusion

We showed that a significant number of MOFs (1109) in
two available, updated computation-ready DBs, CoRE DB
and CSDSS DB, are reported with the same refcode but with
different chemical composition due to the procedures fol-
lowed by the DBs to make MOFs directly usable in molecular
simulations. Simulated CH4, H2, and CO2 uptakes of MOFs
especially at low pressure (infinite dilution and 1 bar) strongly
depend on the selection of the computation-ready MOF DB,
which may critically change our assessment about the gas
storage potential of MOFs. Atomic-level examination of
structures reveals that the choice of DB is crucial for MOFs
having guest H2 or D2, metal-O complexes, and/or bulky
halogen groups since these materials have significantly differ-
ent gas uptakes depending on from which DB they are taken.
The choice of the DB leads to large variations in calculated
ideal selectivities of MOFs at low pressure but not at high
pressures. Mixture selectivities and APS of MOFs dramati-
cally change depending on the DB used in molecular
simulations, the rankings of MOFs based on these metrics,
hence identification of the top materials, completely changes
when different DBs are used. HTCS of MOFs is very valuable
to direct the experimental efforts and resources to the best
materials and our results highlight that the selection of the
computation-ready MOF DB in HTCS studies have an
extremely important role for the accurate assessment of gas
storage and separation potentials of MOFs. We finally close
by noting that having an internally consistent, accurate, and
continuously updated computation-ready MOF DB, which is
established based on a standardized, well-defined protocol
that accurately treats missing hydrogen atoms, CBIs, guest/
solvent molecules, and/or other structural features that should
be fixed to obtain the precise representation of MOFs, would
be extremely useful. We believe that this can be possible by
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Figure 5. Analysis of the relationship between structural differences of MOFs in two DBs and their effects on CH4 and H2 uptakes of CFU-MOFs
at 1 bar.@ represents the single bond = represents the double bond. Size of circles represents the average of NCH4 , ratio Size of diamonds
represents the average(NH2 , ratio).
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the collaboration of DB producers, simulators using DBs, and
experimentalists and development of such a MOF DB
provides a great opportunity to unlock the potential of these
fascinating materials for various applications.
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